VESTAVIA HILLS COMMUNITY SPACES
MODERN TOWER

The 23’ tall Modern Tower brings play to new heights. The elevated deck will offer views of the entire park and a thrilling slide back down. The tower is bridged with a net wall to the hex net tower for the most adventurous climbers. Lower levels provide music, tactile, and visual sensory activities.
SAUCER SWING

- Accommodates up to 3 users
- Swing seat is at transfer height for users of all abilities
- Seat surface conforms to the users which is helpful for those who need additional support
PLAY MOUNDS

Play Mounds offer an unstructured imaginative play opportunity with a simple change in elevation.
TODDLER CLUBHOUSE

The Toddler Clubhouse provides an age-appropriate play experience for 2-5 year olds with climbers, slides, cozy spot and dramatic play opportunities.
LOGS AND STUMPS

Logs and Stumps provide a balance and coordination activity with a natural tactile and visual experience.
HILLSIDE SLIDES

Hillside Slides provide a sliding experience from a ground level accessible surface. A transfer platform provides a transition for users of all abilities.
MODERN CITY

MCX3RI offers a variety of climbing activities at varying levels of challenge while creatively allowing new decision paths. Ground level tactile, visual, and auditory activities provide a sensory-rich play experience.
ROX ALL

Rox All is an innovative see-saw designed to accommodate up to 5 users of all abilities with its high seat backs and side rails. The center is saucer is designed for users to transfer easily from a mobility device.
MUSIC

Harmonic Chimes and Concert Duo are precision-tuned musical instruments that inherently provide an inclusive activity that encourages social and creative play as it enhances cognitive skill.
SENSORY WAVE ARCH

Sensory Wave Arch is freestanding climber that allows children of all abilities to enjoy the benefits of climbing while enhancing sensory development. Molded-in grips, hand holds, and transfer area provide additional support for children of all abilities. A wide array of auditory, visual, and tactile sensors provide a sensory-rich play experience for all. The accessibility from both ground level and elevated level promotes interaction and cooperation between users.
SWINGS

Expression Swing is a swing that promotes inter-generational play as adults and children swing together with face to face interaction.

Zero-G Swing is a swing that allows children who require additional support to swing alongside their friends.
THRIVE 250

Thrive 250 is a compact functional fitness system that accommodates up to 5 users at a time. The multi-functional design allows variable training options to isolate specific muscle groups.

Includes:
- Variable Pull-Up Station
- Decline Sit-Up Bench
- Step Up Platforms
- Swedish Ladder
- Knee-Lift Station
- Slam Ball Target
OUTDOOR FITNESS INSTRUCTIONAL SIGNAGE

Instructional signage with links to online digital workouts provides users with a variety of exercises for different levels of challenge.
MODERN CITY

MCV1RI is a compact play system that offers varying levels of challenge through climbing and balancing activities. It includes ground level visual, tactile, and rocking activities.
APOLLO NET CLIMBER

Apollo is a fun and challenging climber that encourages social play, enhances problem solving, and offers different climbing experiences each time it is used.
SAUCER SWING

- Accommodates up to 3 users
- Swing seat is at transfer height for users of all abilities
- Seat surface conforms to the users which is helpful for those who need additional support
SOLO SPINNER

Solo Spinner is a compact spinning activity that provides the freeing joy of motion. It offers sensory rich feedback with vestibular and proprioceptive stimulation.
THANK YOU!